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KKeellllyyDDoowwnn  TTiippss  
PPeerriiooddiicc  ttiippss  ttoo  hheellpp  yyoouu  uussee  KKeellllyyDDoowwnn  mmoorree  eeffffeeccttiivveellyy  

  

SSiiddeettrraacckkeedd  DDrriillll--RRuunnss  iinn  KKeellllyyDDoowwnn  
  

In KellyDown, each drill-run is tied to its parent at a Bit Depth, Survey Depth and a Date and Time. 
Normally each new run is tied to the bottom of its immediate parent but there are situations where a 
well is sidetracked and a drill-run is tied to a previous run further up the hole and not necessarily at the 
bottom of its parent. 

In Figure 1, Run #1 is tied on to a surface gyro survey and runs 
#2, #3 and #4 have been drilled sequentially down to a depth of 
1,650 metres. However, drilling problems necessitate that the 
well is plugged back and sidetracked at a depth of 750 metres, 
which happens to be a bit depth within the depth range of 
Run #2. 

How do we sidetrack the well at the required depth in 
KellyDown such that the Drilling Progress Report correctly 
shows the sequence of 
drilling the well down to 
a depth of 1,650 metres 
and then sidetracking at 
a depth of 750 metres 

on a shallower parent 
but also show the 

survey data from surface down through the new sidetrack? 

By default, KellyDown will string all drill runs together from 
surface down to the current run, which is fine in most 
circumstances, but in the case of a sidetracked well where the 
sequence of runs does not logically run from surface to TD, 
KellyDown has no way of knowing the sequence in which the 
runs were drilled. The only way to achieve this is to label the IDs 
of the runs in such a way that is representative of the order of the runs, i.e. Run #1, Run #2, Run #3 etc. 

In Figure 2, Run #5 is tied on to Run #2 even though runs #3 and #4 have been drilled down to a depth of 
1,650 metres. 

Open the Tools, Options menu and under the Report Options tab, check the box that reads Show all 
Drill Runs in EOW Reports (not just parent profiles – requires sequential Survey IDs). This causes 
KellyDown to order the runs in Drilling Reports in alphabetical order instead of the top-down order. As 
suggested by the option, it does mean that the IDs of all runs need to be labelled alphabetically. In most 
cases, this is already assumed. However, if the job is likely to consist of more than nine runs, they should 
be labelled in such a way that the alphabetical order is preserved. For example, runs should be labelled 
Run #01, Run #02 … Run #10, Run #11 etc. The actual names of the runs may still be anything you wish. 

Figure 1 

Figure 2 
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Figure 3 

We wish to show the continuation of the time-breakdown in the End-of-Well Reports and Progress 
Reports so first we need to make a note of the date and time at the end of Run #4 so we can continue 
Run #5 at the same date and time. 

In our example, the last date and time is 23:30 on 24 September 2017. Make sure that the End Time isn’t 
on the next day or later by checking the number of Hours. 

 

Figure 4 

Next open the Slidesheet for Run #2 and decide where you want to sidetrack the well. By default, 
KellyDown will tie the sidetrack onto the bottom of the parent, but you may wish to choose a shallower 
depth. In our example, we’ll choose 750 metres. 
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Figure 5 

Notice there is no bit record or survey record at this depth, so KellyDown will interpolate the tie-on bit 
depth and survey depth. 

Select Tools, Create New Slidesheet to create the new Slidesheet. Notice that KellyDown correctly 
names the new Slidesheet, Run #5, but ties it to the bottom of Run #2. 

 Click on the Tie-on data button to open the Tie-on Coordinates dialog. Change the date and time 
to that read from the bottom of Run #4 and enter 750 metres for both the Bit Depth and the 

Survey Depth. Click on the OK button to return to the slidesheet. 

 

Figure 6 

Click on the No button when asked if you want to update the parent’s total depth because we still want 
the original well be included in drilling reports, plots and anti-collision scans. 
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Figure 7 

The tie-on time, bit depth and survey depth are shown on first line of the new slidesheet and as you add 
new slide information, it is correctly tied on. 

 

Figure 8 

The End-of-well and Progress Reports will then show the complete drilling activity log including the 
records for the original well and the sidetrack well but the Survey Data section will show the Survey Data 
originating at surface and following the sidetracked well down to the survey at 519.93 metres. 

Whenever you open the slidesheet for Run #5 in the future, a warning message will tell you that the 
Start Time does not match the End Time for the parent slidesheet. You may simply ignore this message. 

 

Figure 9 

  
 
If you have a question you would like answered in KellyDown Tips, reply to this email with your question. 
If you would like anything added to KellyDown to make it more useful or user friendly, reply to this email with your requests. 
You can download the latest version of KellyDown from www.kellydown.ca  
If you would like to be removed from this email distribution list, reply with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line.

  

http://www.kellydown.ca/download

